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Section K
Section K: Supplemental Information for State 404 Program General  Permits
Instructions: This section is for providing supplemental information for projects that require a general permit under the State 404 Program. This is intended to be used in conjunction with the State 404 Program Applicant’s Handbook. The Agency will also provide a copy of the application to the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, the Department of State’s Division of Historical Resources, and other agencies as applicable for review. Project modifications may be required as a result of those comments. The supplemental information required by this section is in addition to the information required by all sections of the ERP application.
1.  Describe the project purpose (Describe the purpose and need for the proposed project. Why are you proposing the work? How will you use the proposed structure(s); and/or, how will the proposed fill area(s) be used?): 
2. Describe direct and indirect adverse environmental effects the activity will cause, including the anticipated amount of loss of wetlands, other special aquatic sites, and other waters expected to result from the activity. Include acres and square feet of impact. If this notice is  for a linear project that includes multiple “single and complete projects”, include quantity of  impact for each single and complete crossing. (see section 3.2.1 of the 404 Handbook):
3.  If the General Permit specifically requires mitigation, or if the proposed activity will result in  the loss of more than 1/10 acre of wetlands, describe proposed mitigation measures (see preferential mitigation hierarchy in Rule 62-331.130, F.A.C.). If no mitigation is proposed, explain why the adverse environmental effects are no more than minimal and why compensatory mitigation should not be required. The Agency shall determine if the described mitigation or explanation is appropriate and sufficient.
4.  List any other State 404 Program general permits or individual permits used or intended to be used to authorize any part of the proposed project or any related activity, including, but not limited to other separate and distant crossings for linear projects that require a GP but do not require pre-construction notification:    
5.  Include a delineation of wetlands, other special aquatic sites, and other waters, such as  lakes and ponds, and perennial, intermittent, and ephemeral streams, on the project site. Wetland delineations shall be prepared in accordance with Chapter 62-340, F.A.C.     
6. Describe any listed species or designated critical habitat that might be affected by, or is in  the vicinity of, the proposed activity. Include the name(s) of those listed species or critical  habitat areas. Describe any actions proposed to be taken to avoid or minimize adverse  effects to listed species.
7.  If the activity might have the potential to cause effects to a historic property listed on,  determined to be eligible for listing on, or potentially eligible for listing on, the National  Register of Historic Places, describe which historic property might have the potential to be  affected by the proposed activity and include a vicinity map indicating the location of the  historic property (see paragraph 62-331.200(3)(j), F.A.C.)  
8.  If the activity will occur in a component of the National Wild and Scenic River System, or is a river officially designated by congress as a “study river” for possible inclusion in the system while the river is in an official study status, identify the Wild and Scenic River or the “study river” (see paragraph 62-331.200(3)(d), F.A.C.)
9.  For activities that require permission from the Corps pursuant to 33 U.S.C. 408 because it  will alter or temporarily or permanently occupy or use a Corps federally authorized civil  works project, include a statement confirming that a written request for section 408 permission has been submitted to the Corps office having jurisdiction over that Corps project. The permittee is responsible for obtaining such permission separately from the Corps. Failure to obtain permission from the Corps may subject you to enforcement action  by the Corps.     
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